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UNITED STATES PATENT Qriuce. 

PETER CHARLES PATTERSON, OF MOKEESPORT, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR 
TO THE NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., AND PITTS 
BURG, PENNSYLVANIA. 

APPARATUS FOR SCARFING ‘AND BENDING SKELP. 

SPECIFICATION forming- part of Letters Patent No. 647,868, dated April 17, 1900. 
Application ?led July 5, 1898. ‘Serial No. 685,218- (No model.) 

To ctZZ whom it may‘ concern: 
Be it known that LPETER CHARLES PATTER 

SON, a resident of McKeesport, in the county 
of Allegheny and State of Pennsylvania, have 

5 invented a new and useful Improvement in 
Apparatus for Scarfing and Bending Skelp; 
and I do hereby declare the following to be a 
full, clear, and exact description thereof. 
My invention relates to apparatus for scarf 

[0 ing and bending tubeiskelp, its object being 
to provide efficient mechanism for scar?ng 
and bending the heavy skelp used in the man 
ufacture of tubing of large diameter, so that 
the plate can be both scarfed and bent into 

15 skelp form at the same heat, and to provide 
such‘ apparatus which can be moved trans. 
versely across the heating-furnace, so that it 
can receive the plates from differentparts 
of the furnace and either individual plates 

20 or piles of plates may be heating in the fur 
nace during the scar?ngand bending of other 
plates. 
'It comprises, generally stated, the combi 

nation, with a heating-furnace, of a carriage 
z 5 movable transversely in front of the same and 

having scar?ng-rolls close to the furnace, a re 
ceiving-platform back‘ of such rolls, a skelp 
ing-die in line with the rolls, drawing mech 
anism back of the skelping-die, and driving 

30 mechanism both for the movement of the car 
riage and for the operation of the rolls and 
the drawing mechanism, which are mounted 
on and travel with the carriage and are there 
fore entirely at the control of the operators on 

35 the carriage. . 
The particular points of invention desired 

to bejcovered Will be hereinafter more fully set 
forth and claimed. } 
To enable others skilled in the art to make 

40 and use my invention, I will describe the same 
more fully, referring to the accompanying 
drawings, in which— 
Figure 1 is a plan View of the apparatus em 

bodying the invention. Fig. 2 is a side view 
45 of the same. Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan view 

of the front end of the apparatus. Fig. 4 is 
an enlarged side View of the extreme front 
portion thereof. Fig. 5>is a cross-section on 
the line 5 5, Fig. 2, looking toward the fur 

nace. Fig. 6 is a cross-section on the line 6 6, 50 
Fig. 1. Fig. 7 is'a plan View, and Fig. 8 isa 
side view, of the extreme rear end of the ap 
paratus. Fig. 9 is an enlarged side View of 
the middle or scar-ling portion of the appara 
tus. Fig. 10 is aplan view of the bending-dies. 55 
Fig. 11 is a plan of the skelping-tongs‘used in 
drawing the plate through the dies, and Fig. 
12 is a perspective view of a portion of plate 
after having passed through the scar?ng-rolls. 

' Like letters of reference indicate like parts 60 
in each. 1 
The general machine embodying the inven 

tion is constructed upon a plan to enable it to 
handle plates of large width and weight, and 
it therefore includes along continuous car- 65 
riage—long enough to receive the plate from 
the furnace, roll the bevels or soarfs thereon, 
and deliver it onto a platform, from which it 
is received in the skelping-die, being grasped , 
by the skeIping-ton gs and pulled through that 79 ‘ 
die by the drawing mechanism. vAs the plates 
handled are generally over eighteen (18) feet 
in length, it will be' seen that the machine 
itself must be of considerable length, and, as, 
it moves'transversely, it must be supported 75 
at different points. For this purpose I have 
provided the tracks a and a’ close to each 
other at the proper point to support the 
Weight of the rolls, the motor, and the con 
necting mechanism between the rolls and mo- 80 
tor, and the tracks a2 a3 close together in proper 
position to support the motor or engine for 
moving the machine transversely, and back of 
the same the tracks a4 a5 a6 a7 to support the 
rear portion of the machine. These tracks 85 
are built upon suitable foundations in front 

I of the heating-furnace A. 
The carriage B of the machine has the bed 

plate I) cast to shape and formed in sections, 
as is necessary for a machine of the length 90 
above referred to, which sections are securely 
bolted together,_the bed-plate being of course 
of proper shape to provide the necessary bear 
ings for the different parts of the apparatus 
and being formed of hollow castings to reduce 95 
the weight. 
For the general support of the machine 

upon the tracks I provide the power-driven 
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rollers c c’ c2 o3 c4 05 0“ 0"‘, running on the tracks 
above referred to,v all of which are rigidly se 
cured to the longitudirnally-extending power 
shaft 0, which. is driven by the power-gener 
ating mechanism-D, which is illustrated as a 

' steam motor or engine, practical use showing 
' that this is the best form for giving the nec-‘ 
'essary control ‘of the movement of the ma-' 
chine, reversingengines or motors being used, 
so that t-he'direction of‘ the movement of the 
entire machine transversely of- the furnace 
can be controlled thereby. The'power of the ' 
motor or engine is transmitted from the mo-v 
tor-shaft at through the pinions d’ d? to the 
shaft (P, which extends above the shaft 0 and 
gears therewith through‘ .the pinion d4 and‘ 
gear-wheeld“, the speed of the engine being 
thus geareddown to reduce it to the proper 
speed and to obtain the necessary power for 
the movement of the heavy carriage, To sup 
port the carriage B, I also employ the idle 

_' irollers' or wheels f, extending along on one 
side of the carriage and traveling'ou thedif 
ferent tracks, and on account of the width’of 
the frame where the motor E for driving the ' 

_ ' beveling or scar?ng rolls is ‘located provide 
. also the idle‘ rollers or wheels 'f’jon the other 

_ ‘ '' side ofv the machine to. support that part’ of 
the frame. . . .- ' ' ‘ “ 

. 301 I» It will be'se'en-in Figs. 3 5 that the 

j'ss 

‘- , v‘pinion ‘e’, meshing withthe gear-wheel e2,"car- 
‘ .40: ried on ‘the cro'ssis‘haft e3,]which shaft‘has the 

driving-motorlfor the rollsis supportedat one 
side of the rolls onwhat might be termedthe; 

. ‘fmotor ‘bed-plate .” ‘B’, an electricalmotor be, 
ing provided in this case, such being preferred 
‘to. generate" the necessary power .withinthe 

- . con?ned space, and almotor of, high e?‘iciency; 
,being‘supportedfon thebed-pla'te B’ at one 
side ofthe frame, its armature e carrying the 

J pinion e4 meshingwithgthe. gear-wheeli'e5 on 

x50 

‘ the shaft e‘? ofz-thelower‘ or bevel roll G,which~ 
‘ > j roll is mounted in the housings H, supported‘ 
it , on, the bed-plate B’. 

’ 45" 

The'said housings also 
carry the plain-facedrollG’, and'thetwo'rolls > 
G and G’ are connected by-the gears g‘ g’- on 
the opposite side'of the housings H to the.’ 
gear-wheel ,e‘?jthe power beingvthus' trans-; 
mitted by mechanism supported on or‘form 
ing part of the auxiliary bed-plate‘ I)’, carry 
ing all the bearings for the parts in which the ' 

‘ gearing, shafts, rolls, &c., are mounted. . 

55 

'Aswill be seen more particularly in Figs. 
. 2 and3 andv as shown at the front endof Fig. 
6,1 supporton the bed-plate back of the scarf 

' ing-rolls G G’ the receiving-table K, such ta 
ble being supported above the main bed-plate 
on standards 70 k’ and being formed of a se 
ries of longitudinally-extendin g bars or plates‘ 
70*, having cross-braces I03,‘ and mounted on‘, 
said bars or plates at intervals on the table 

: are the antifriction-rolls k?so ‘that when a 

65 

plate is delivered from the beveling-rolls' it 
will pass onto this roller-platform and will 
travel with the speed obtained in the rolls 
back along the same in proximity to the skelp-' 
ing-die L, in which it is to be bent into skelp 

form. - The roller-platform‘ is supported, as 
shown , on the same horizontal plane as the f ur 
nace-opening, the pass of the rolls, and skelp 
ing-die, and a considerable distance above the 
bed-plate b of the carriage, and through the 
series of rolls thereon it provides an antifric 
tion-table along which the scarfed or beveled 
plate may be drawn with the exertion of lit 
tle force intov position'to be grasped by and 
‘drawn through the skelping-die. 

The skel ping-die L is mounted in the skelp 
ing-frame Z,- resting on the bed-plate just back 
of the platform and secured to and forming 
the front part of the draw-bench platform m. 
The skelping-frame ‘Z. hasthe gallows Z’ ex 
tending up therefrom, from which the skelpi 
ing-mandrel Z2 is suspended by the chain Z? in 
position to be swung within the die as soon 
as the plate to be skelped'has been drawn into 
the same bythe tongs P.‘ The special skelp 
ing-die and skelping-mandrel can of course 
~be-chang'ed as desired, accordingto the di?er 
en't sizes of skelp to be produced. The draw 
bench platform extends backwardly fromthe 
skelping-die frame Z, which supportsitsfor 
‘ward. end, to-therear end of the machine, as 
shown more particularl‘yin Figs. ’1, .2, 7, and 
8,‘ audit is connected at its rear end to the 

. rear section B2 of the bed-plate b, being braced 
atintervals in its length by the standardsm’, . 
which also carry thech‘ain-supporting rollers 
1mg; for-the draw-chain, these ‘standards ex 
tending between, the bed-plate b to the draw 
bench platform Mounted in therear sec 
tion B2 of the-bed-plateisthe driving-sprocket 
In, of ,the ;draw-' chain, and mounted in the 
skelping-die frameflis the’ guideiwheel n’ of 
the draw-chain, the'd'ra'wrchainN-extending 
alongtheidraw-benchplatform‘m in‘tlie guide-v 
"way m5,thereof'betweenthe wheels n'and n’, 
and thence 'overvlthe‘ supporting-wheels m2, 
above referred to; a I 
‘As it"is desirable in‘ the‘ operationof the 

*machine to, drive the draw-chain N continu: 
ously and at-a proper speed, ‘a very consider 
‘able power is r‘equired'for the'drawing of they 
'skelp on account of the great friction on such 
heavy’pla'tes within the skelping-die inbend 
ing. l?nd thatI am enabled'to obtain the 

, necessary power from the same motor which 
drives the scar?ng or beveling rolls G G’, and 
thus to carry on the main carriage all power 
necessary for the running both-of the bevel 
ing-rolls and the skelping mechanism. . For 
this purpose I connect to the cross-shaft e3 a_ 
series of gearingleading from the motor to 
the-rolls above described, the bevel-pinion r 
on said cross-shaft e3 meshing with the bevel 
gear r’ on the longitudinal power-transmit 
ting shaft R, which extends for the full length 
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of the machine back to the rear bed-plate sec- ' 
tion B2 thereof andis there connected up so 
as to drive the sprocket-wheel n. For this 
purpose the shaft'R carries the pinion 7“, 
which meshes with the gear-wheels’ on the 
longitudinal shaft 8, this shaft also carrying 
the bevel-pinion s2, meshing with the bevel 
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gear 53 on the sprocket-wheel shaft 92?, the 
powerbein g thus transmitted from the motor 
E through the gearing e’ 62, shaft 63, bevel 
gearing r r’ and longitudinal shaft R, gear 
ing r2 s’, shaft 3, and bevel-gearing s2 s3 to the 
sprooket~wheel n, and said sprocket-wheel 
being continuously rotating and the sprocket 
chain traveling continuously along the draw 
ing-bench m. For the purpose of drawing 
the tubing I employ the buggy P, above re 
ferred to, which travels 011 the draw-bench m 
and has the hooked arm 19’, which engages 
with the draw-chain N, the nose of the buggy 
being adapted to pass through the skelping 
die and grasp the plate, so as to draw it 
through the die. ' ' ' ' ' 

When the apparatus above described is emi 
ployed in connection with the beveling or 
scar?ng’of skelped plate and the bending of 
the same into skelp, the plates are charged 
into the furnace either in single plates or in 
piles, as desired, and when a plate is to be 
scarfed and skelped by means of the steam 
motor D the entire carriage is drawn in line 
with that plate, the carriage being moved 
from one side to the other through the mech 
anism turning the shaft 0, driving the wheels 
0, &c., on said shaft, and in that way draw 
ing the whole frame opposite to any part of 
the opening of the furnace desired. The mo 
tor E runs continuously, and the scarfing or 
beveling rolls G G’ and the draw-chain N of 
draw-bench are driven continuously thereby 
by the mechanism above described. When 
the plate is ready, by suitable pushing mech 
anism operating through the furnace~such 
as that illustrated in the companion applica 
tion ?led by me ofeven date herewith, Serial 
No. 685,219-~the plate is pushed from the fur 
nace into'the rolls G G’, and when the rolls 
grasp the plate they draw it through and its 
edges are rolled down to beveled or scarfed 
form,-as shown in Fig. 12, while the plate it 
self may be brought to the exact gage desired. 
As the plate passes through the rolls it passes 
onto the supporting-roller platform K, trav 
eling over the idle rollers thereon, and pass 
ing in its course close to the skelping-die. 
“The operator can then move it into position 
for grasping by means of the skelping-tongs 
P, and he passes the tongs through the skelp 
ing-die L and grasps the plate, grips it by the 
tongs, and draws it through the skelping-die, 
as illustrated in Fig. 9, the skelping-tongs 
and the buggy being connected to the con 
tinuously-traveling draw-chain N and the 
beveled plate being thus skelped at the same 
heat at which it was beveled and before there 
is an appreciable loss of heat therein, the ap 
paratus thus providing for the beveling and 
skelping of the very wide and heavy plates 
used in the formation of the larger diameters 
of tubing at the same heat and with practi 
cally no manual labor. As soon as that skelp 
has been formed other plates as they are 
brought to‘ the proper heat in the furnace can 
be fed to the rolls, the carriage either remain 

ing stationary if a pile of plates is to be bev 
eled and skelped until that pile is done or be 
ing moved transversely of the furnace where 
single plates are being skelped, or after each 
pile is done, as found desirable. 
By means of the apparatus I am thus en 

abled to provide for the rapid and easy hand 
ling of the wide and heavy plates used in 
making large sizes of tubing with practically 
no manual labor and to provide for both bev 
eling and skelping the same at the same heat, 
thus doing away with much loss occasioned 
from the double heating of the plate, once for 
beveling and once for slcelping. The whole 
apparatus is at the control of an engineer, 
while the only’ other workmen necessary are 
for directing the'plate into the rolls and for 
the operation of the skelping-dies. 

\Vhat I claim as my invention, and desire 
to secure by Letters Patent, is— 

1. In‘ combination with a heating-furnace, 
a carriage moving transversely in front of _ 
the same, and carrying scar?ng or beveliug 
rolls close to the furnace, a receiving-plat 
form back of the rolls, a skelping~die back 
of the platform and in line with the rolls, and 
drawing mechanism back of the skelping-die, 
a driving-motor mounted on said carriage 
and gearing connecting said motor both to 
the scar?ng rolls and to the drawing mech 
anism, substantially as set forth. 

2. In combination with a heating-furnace, 
a carriage. moving transversely in front of 
the‘ same and carrying scar?ng or beveling 
rolls close to the furnace, a receiving-plat 
form back of the rolls, a skelping-die back 
of the platform and in line with the rolls, and 
drawing mechanism back of the skelping-die, 
a motor mounted on the carriage at one side 
of the driving-rolls, gearing connecting’ the 
motor and rolls, a shaft extending longitudi 
nally of the frame and driven by beveled 
gearing from the motor, and gearing connect 
ing said shaft with the drawing mechanism, 
substantially as set forth. 

3. In combination with a heating-furnace, 
a carriage moving transversely in front of 
the same and carrying scarfing-rolls close to 
the furnace, a receiving-platform back of the 
rolls, a skelping-die back of the platform and 
in line with the rolls, and drawing mechan— 
ism back of the skelping- die, a motor E 
mounted on the carriage at one side of the 
scar?ng-rolls, the gearing 6' e2, shaft e3 and 
gearing e4 65 connecting the armature-shaft 
and rolls, a longitudinally-extending power 
shaft R, the bevel- gearing 0' a" connecting 
the shaft e3 and shaft R, and connections 
from said shaft R to the drawing mechanism, 
substantially as set forth. I 

4. In combination with a heating-furnace, 
a carriage movable transversely in front of 
the same, said carriage having a continuous 
bed-plate supporting a receiving-platform, a 
skelping-die and drawing mechanism in line 
with each other, and said platform having 
the platform-section B’ carrying the motor E 
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-' and scar?ug-rolls G G’, ,andgearing mounted 
~7 on said bed-plate and connecting the motor 

IO 

.15 

and rolls,‘ substantially as set forth.‘ 
5. In combination with a heating-furnace, 

a carriage movable transversely in front of the 
same and having a bed-plate supporting scarf 
’ing-rolls, a receiving-platform, skelping-dies 
and drawing mechanism back of the same, 
said bed-platehaving a rear end section sup 
porting the‘ sprocket-Wheel of the drawing 
mechanism, a motor mounted at the front'end 
of the bed-plate,>power mechanism extending 
from said motor to the rear end of said plat 
form, andv gearing connecting said power 
mechanism to said sprocket-wheel, substan 
tially as set forth. ‘ > 

6. In combination with a'heating-furnace,‘v 
,a carriage movable transversely in ‘front of the 

20 

‘same and having a bed-plate supporting scarf: 
ing-rolls, a receiving-platform, skelping-dies 

‘ and drawing ‘mechanism back of the same',. 
isaid bed-plate having a rear end section sup-' 

. g 25‘ 

' from said motor to the‘rear' end of said plat-v 

3°. 
.' substantially as setforth. ' i _ V ,- I . 

‘ heating-furnace," ' 

porting the sprocket-Wheel ‘of the drawing 
vmechanisn'1,'a'1notor mounted at the-front end 
of the'bed-plat'e,v power mechanism extending‘ 

form, ‘and gearing connecting said power 
mechanism to said sprocket-wheel, said gear- ‘ 
‘inrg having the pinionrz'on the main ‘powersv 
shaft R, pinion sf, shaft .9 and bevelegear ‘s2 83, 

. In combinationwith a 

' ‘ 647,368 

a‘scar?ng and bending apparatus having a 
carriage movable transversely in front of the 
same, said carriage being provided 'with a 
bed-plate supporting a motor and scar?ng 
rolls at'the front end of the ‘same, a receiving 
platform back of the rolls, skelping-dies and 
drawing mechanism back of the ‘platform, 
and carrying on the bed-platev between the 
ends thereof a reversible motor geared to and _ 
driving a ‘longitudinal shaft connected to 
driving-wheels for moving said carriage trans 
versely, substantially as set forth. 

8. In combination with a heating-furnace, 
‘a series of tracks extending transversely 
thereof infront of the same, a scar?ng and 
bending apparatus carried on wheels traveling 
on said, track in front of the furnace, said 
'apparatushavin g scarting-rolls and skelping 
dies back of the same, and carrying‘between 
‘the ends the reversible motor D andlhaving 
the longitudinally-extending shaft 0 carry 
ing the power-driven wheels con said tracks, 
and-connections between‘said motor and 
shaft, substantially as set forth. > 
In testimony whereof'l, the said PETER 

CHARLES PATTERSON, have hereunto set my 
hand. j I _' '7 ,.~ 

; PETER ~ CHARLES PATTERSON. 

‘Witnesses: ‘ I I‘ ' ’ ' > 

. JAMES I. KAY, ' 

R0131‘. .D. TOT'II‘EN. 
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